
Jack London’s 
The Sea Wolf

Honors Rhetoric 102:
Critical Analysis of a Longer Text

Today’s Goal: To build schema for The Sea Wolf in order to read the novel through 
different critical lenses, finding new meanings behind the story. 



Biographical Information – Jack London (1876-1916)
Grew up a poor child, began working at age 10 to help 
support his family.

Held may jobs, many at sea, between ages 10-19.
Avid reader

Passed entrance exam into University California, 
Berkley at age 19.

Arrested for vagrancy (homelessness) (1894) – spent 
one month in prison.

SOCIALIST – fought for the poor, always worked, 
shared money
First marriage/ 3 children

Second marriage – traveled together, sea adventures 
for months

at a time – purchased a ranch in California

Activist against cruelty to animals

Suffered from depression. 

Love of the sea and alcohol

Death is considered to have been a suicide.



Connections to The Sea Wolf
The two men (Humphrey Van Weyden and Wolf Larsen) may be a projection of London’s own 
personality and beliefs and were said to represent the opposing sides of his personality.

Because he was an autodidact, London's ideas lacked consistency and precision. 

For example, he clearly accepted the Social Darwinism and scientific racism prevalent during 
his time, yet he seem troubled that the "inevitable white man," as he called him, would 
destroy the rich cultures of various native groups he had encountered over the years. 

Although he supported women's suffrage and created some of the most independent and 
strong female characters in American fiction, he was patriarchal toward his two wives and two 
daughters. His socialism was fervent, but countered by his strong drive toward individualism 
and capitalist success. These contradictory themes in his life and writing make him a difficult 
figure to reduce to simple terms. 



Themes/Motifs within The Sea Wolf
-death

-rebirth

-natural order

-strength 
(physical, mental, intellectual, etc.)

-heroism

-death

-initiation

-fear

-immortality

-survival

-compassion for underdog

-necessity of brutality

-symbolism of the ship



Feminism in The Sea Wolf
•Maud as a representation of “The Modern 
Woman” – emulating his second wife, 
Charmian.

•Man (Hump) and woman (Maud) working 
as a team toward a common goal.

•Men’s need and dependence on women

•Hump’s (Van Weyden) realizations about 
misconceptions he held about women he 
knew in his life prior to the Ghost

•Who is the hero at the end??



New Historicism in The Sea Wolf

•High amounts of Southern and Eastern 
immigration to America during this time 
(early 1900s). 

•Temperance Movement

•Women’s Rights Movement

•Prominent Oil Industry – San Francisco 
was a port city – Seal hunting was regular 
due to the fat used for oil.  

•The Panama Canal wasn’t made until a 
few years later, so this added to the 
isolation of California and the amount of 
time it took for ships to circumnavigate 
according to their purpose.

•Wireless telegraph between ships and 
land was still very limited.

•Nautical trade was still prominent. 



Narratology in The Sea Wolf

•First Person Limited Narration; 'homodiegetic‘

•Recognition and Reversal of fortune occur between both the 
protagonist and antagonist.

•Vladimir Propp’s character types can all be found within the 
novel.

•Both ‘memetic’ or ‘diegetic’ narrative modes are utilized.

•The narrative is focalized both internally and externally, using 
overt characters.

•The Sea Wolf is told through a linear plot line, using very few 
flashbacks.



Psychoanalysis in The Sea Wolf
•The conscious vs. unconscious beliefs about humanity held by Wolf Larsen and Hump Van 
Weyden

•Behaviors/actions of the various characters that represent London’s repressed wishes and 
fantasies as well as the readers’/audience’s

•Points and arguments that Wolf says to Van Weyden and the other sailors are evidence of 
the symbolic order. Words are not literally the things they usually stand for but substitutes 
for other ideals/beliefs. Think about the words: death, survival, strength

•What emotional/sexual/mental issues do the sailors face? On one hand, the isolation and 
desperation for survival at sea influences them. But on the other hand, Wolf Larsen also 
plays a role in this.

•The longer Humphrey Van Weyden is on the ship, the more he struggles with his identity. 
This ties in to his unconscious surfacing to the forefront. This contrasts Wolf Larsen and his 
assured beliefs of identity.

•Consider Van Weyden Larsen’s threat. Larsen in the role of the predecessor (remember 
Oedipal complex?)



Marxism in The Sea Wolf
•London was a socialist. Keep this in mind while 
reading. How is the production, distribution, 
and success of all evident in The Sea Wolf?

•Wolf Larsen establishes the social order on the 
Ghost. Consider how this social order is tested. 

•Considering that Marxists view texts as material 
products to be understood broadly in historical 
terms, view The Sea Wolf as a historical 
commentary on class structure and class 
systems

•Idealism (Van Weyden) vs. materialism (Larsen)

•The seal-hunting market’s value of sailors, 
fishing ships, and fishing methods



Queer Theory in The Sea Wolf
•The word “wolf” during this time was 
sometimes used as a reference to gay 
predators

•Larsen’s constant cigar smoking as phallic 
display of power

•Van Weyden’s obsession and revered awe of 
Wolf Larsen at times 

•Even though Van Weyden claims that he falls 
in love with Maud, consider how she first 
appears to him (dressed in male clothing), 
consider what he knows to be acceptable 
societal behavior and how he might force this 
upon his relationship with Maud


